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General Comment

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on NRC-2013-0230.

On page 7 you list Key factors considered in developing this plan. I would like to
see education of the public, the media, and all elected or appointed members of
Federal Government included. One of the many lessons from nuclear incidents
should be the cost of panic. When local officials and media do not have a basic
understanding of nuclear power, poor decisions are made. In Chernobyl the accident
was covered up for several days - and Iodine tablets were not distributed. In
Fukushima Dai-Ichi hospitals moved frail patients that didn't survive relocation - a
few displaced persons committed suicide in despair - and a significant portion of the
province abandoned their homes and businesses when radiation levels never
increased much above background amounts. These proved high societal costs. Add
to that the meddling of then PM Naoto Kan in not allowing plant workers to
implement established emergency protocols (which precipitated most of the
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subsequent reactor problems). For years US utilities and the Natural Gas industries
have educated the public about the rotten egg smell added to natural gas. Whether
directly or by delegating to another agency, the NRC should break the current cycle
of fear and ignorance by educating the public, the media, and members of
government about Nuclear Energy.

Another misunderstood aspect of Nuclear Energy is it's separation from military
nuclear operations. I know from personal experience that many people think civilian
nuclear power plants have been used to produce weapons grade materials. This
misunderstanding and accompanying mistrust hampers both the NRC and utilities
whenever licensing or construction of nuclear facilities is addressed. Local
opposition (and costs to utilities) is exacerbated because civilian and military
nuclear operations are not recognized as being distinct operations.

Also on page 7 you mention reviewing applications involving new technologies
such as small modular reactors (SMRs) and medical isotope production facilities
(MIPFs). I believe these applications need to be streamlined as the US has fallen
behind other countries (China, Canada, UK, India, France, Russia, S. Korea) - and
several more are looking to join or improve their standing in the nuclear club
(Brazil, Argentina, S. Africa). This concern dovetails into known declines in the
demographics, experience, and knowledge of the US workforce - also mentioned on
page 7. Concerning SMRs; encouragement for developing and licensing non-
traditional reactor cores is sorely needed - whether uranium, plutonium, or thorium
fueled.

On page 8 you mention an ongoing need to cooperate with and support the
development of nuclear safety
regulations around the world. Part of those should include the review of the 50+
year old policy of Linear-No-Threshold (LNT), about which France has expressed
reservations. Research (possibly through MIPFs) to specifically address the
possibility of Hormesis should be supported.

On page 12 you give a Mission Statement. I would suggest the following
modification:
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission educates US citizens on all aspects of the
civilian nuclear industry, licenses and regulates the Nation's civilian use of
radioactive materials to protect public health and safety, promotes the common
defense
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and security, protect the environment, and provide a competitive regulatory
environment that will allow the USA to preserve its historical leadership in Nuclear
Energy Technology.

Also on page 12, I would amend the Vision Statement to read: A trusted,
independent, transparent, and effective nuclear regulator/educator.

The NRC Organizational Values is quite good. I would again stress that the Service
to the public and others who are
affected by our work is best addressed by directly educating the public. As an
example: in 1938 Orson Welles created public panic with a radio broadcast. I can
envision a similar panic should a nuclear incident again happen in the USA.
Familiarization with nuclear terminologies and processes is in the public's best
interest.

I also like your two Strategic Goals. I will leave it to your committee to insert any of
my concerns within these goals.

To summarize: I believe the USA may lose its historic dominance of civilian
nuclear power unless changes are implemented in the NRC's Road Map.
Specifically, education of the public; and encouragement for developing and
licensing of SMRs should be among the priorities. I believe efficient, affordable
energy will be key for the USA to remain a dominant nation in the 21 st century. The
NRC's energy road map could be instrumental in paving the way.
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